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ABSTRACT 

To improve the resource location efficiency and guarantee resource download quality of nodes in 

P2P systems, we propose a node Interest bias based P2P Interest domain partition mechanism, give 

the concept of Interest similarity as well as its computation method, and then present an adaptive P2P 

topology evolvement model ISPT based on interest similarity ISPT. In ISPT, by computing interest 

similarity of each other, nodes with similar interest bias and service trust value are connected as 

neighbors. Since nodes that have similar interest are more likely to share resources, ISPT improves 

node resource query response efficiency, and provides an incentive mechanism to encourage node 

offer more contribution so as to get better service. Simulation results show that ISPT improves the 

efficiency and security of P2P topology effectively. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

More than half of today’s Internet traffic is generated by P2P applications, which have great 

influence on Internet performance. However most of current P2P applications use randomly 

connected overlay topology, which has low resources location efficiency, and cannot defend 

malicious attack effectively. Thus how to organize peers to form an effective overlay 

topology in a P2P system becomes an urgent problem. Current studies show that peers in a 

P2P system have different interest bias, and peers that have similar interest are more likely to 

get services from each other (i.e. find the required resources to download) [1]. As a result, if 

organizing these peers together during constructing P2P overlay network, the resource 

location time can be decreased, and download success ratio can also be increased among 

peers with similar interest. 

On the other hand, P2P system has open and anonymous features, which results in the fact 

that malicious nodes and free-riders can exist in the system. These peers have negative 

impact on system security and efficiency, and thus to decrease such impact, the difference of 
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peer trust value must be considered when constructing overlay network topology. Though 

there are some kinds of P2P topology construction methods that take peer trust into 

consideration, most of them consider peer behaviors in different domains as a whole, and 

thus the trust granularity is too coarse grain to describe the behavior details of peers in 

different interest domains. In [3] the authors proposed a domain trust based topology 

adjustment method, but nodes had to maintain different topologies for each interest domain, 

which results in high topology maintenance cost. Besides, the correlation of different interest 

domain is also hard to describe in that method. 

To solve these problems, we give the concept of interest domain partition as well as interest 

similarity, and then propose an Interest Similarity based adaptive P2P Topology evolvement 

model ISPT. In ISPT, each peer declares its interest domain bias and maintains a service 

trust vector that represents its service trust value in each interest domain. Before constructing 

overlay network topology, the interest similarity values between nodes are calculated firstly, 

and then place nodes with similar interests together. By this means the resource location 

efficiency can be increased, and peers are given incentives to provide better service to others 

so as to get positive position in the overlay topology. Besides, malicious peers are repelled to 

network edge as punishment for their malicious behaviors. Simulation results show that ISPT 

is better than current typical topology construction method when taking both security and 

efficiency into consideration. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction of 

related works; Section 3 gives the basic concept of Interest similarity as well as its 

computation method, and provides the Interest similarity based P2P topology evolvement 

method ISPT; Section 4 gives some evaluation metrics of P2P network topology, and then 

evaluates the performance of ISPT by simulation; Finally section 5 concludes the paper, and 

gives a brief discussion on future works. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Interest based P2P topology construction models try to connect nodes have similar interest 

together when constructing overlay topology, so as to increase the resource location 

efficiency. One of the key problems of Interest based topology construction models is how to 

determine interest similarity between different nodes, and typical determination metrics of 

current models include capability of nodes answer other nodes’ query [4], and resource 

query similarity between different nodes [5]. Srip showed that if a peer has content that peer 

Hi is interested in, then the probability of it has other resources that peer Hi is interested in is 

also much higher, thus they proposed a model to connect nodes have similar interest so as to 

construct interest based resource query shortcut [1].  

Cohen et al. proposed that peers stored similar files had similar interest, and they connected 

these peers to construct an associative overlay topology, which improved the capability of 

locating rare resources effectively [6]. In BestPeer system, each peer connected peers it 
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thinks most valuable to it [7]. Condie connected each node with nodes that it can download 

resources with high probability, so as to decrease resource location latency [8]. Zhou et al 

proposed that node interest was determined by its resource bias, and they introduced interest 

to describe the statistics relationship between resource and topology [9]. Sardar et al propose 

a new protocol for building and repairing of overlay topologies based on the formation of 

interest-based super peers [10]. Giancarlo propose a self-organizing interest-based 

community: users in the same cluster share a subset of common items and are probably 

interested in other files popular in the cluster [11]. 

However, current interest based topology models are unfair to high trustable nodes, and they 

also cannot defend free-riders and malicious attacks effectively.  

To reflect topology fairness, regarding nodes with similar interest bias, high trustable nodes 

should have superior position in the overlay topology. Thus, node trust should be taken into 

consideration when constructing overlay topology. Besides, there are many node trust 

calculation model nowadays [12-17], most of which are hot research topics. Though authors 

of [2, 3] used both interest bias and trust to help topology constructing, the trust metric 

granularity of [2] is too coarse grain to describe trust differences of nodes in different 

domains, and thus it cannot defend malicious nodes behaviors efficiently. [3] proposed a 

domain model to describe node interest bias, and it also used ontology similarity to measure 

the interest correlation between different domains. But the model in [3] has to maintain a 

logical topology for each interest domain, which increases the system complexity. Besides, 

correlations between different interest domains are also hard to describe, which decrease the 

computation accuracy of domain trust.  

3. INTEREST SIMILARITY BASED TOPOLOGY MODEL 

Figure 1 describes the resource query process of peers in unstructured P2P system. When 

peer Hi wants to acquire some resource, it will firstly query its neighbors using flooding 

methods. For each neighbor of Hi, it will return the information to Hi if having such queried 

resources; otherwise it will forward the query message to its neighbors instead. Since peers 

have similar interest are more likely to share resources with each other, by organizing peers 

with similar interest as neighbors, we can increase hit rate of resource query effectively, and 

thus decrease network query message traffics. 

query

response

overlay network
connections

Hi

Hj

 

Figure 1. Resource query in unstructured P2P networks 
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If there are malicious peers in the system, they can cheat Hi by answering that they have the 

queried resource and provide a fake resource to Hi, but the upper query process cannot 

determine whether a response is true or fake. In order to solve such problem, P2P trust 

mechanisms are introduced to identify malicious nodes. Generally node has different trust 

values in different domains, for example some nodes like to share music with others, and 

thus they are more trustable in music domain. Others like to share software, and thus we 

should prefer to download software from these nodes. However, current P2P trust models 

accumulate trust values of nodes in different domains together, and use this accumulated 

value to help constructing overlay network topology. This method is unfair to high trustable 

nodes in specific domain, and by accumulating trust values in different domains together, it 

also hides malicious behaviors of nodes in specific domain, and thus decrease resource 

locating efficiency as well as response quality. To solve these problems, we propose an 

interest similarity based adaptive P2P topology evolvement model named ISPT, which takes 

both node interest bias and trust values in each interest domain into consideration, and uses 

domain service trust vector to describe behavior details of nodes in different domains. ISPT 

organizes nodes with similar interest bias and similar service trust value vectors as neighbors 

in overlay network topology, and thus increases the resource location efficiency as well as 

resource response quality. 

Figure 2 gives the basic features of ISPT: resources are classified into different interest 

domains according to the pre-definitions, such as music, movie, math, computer, et al. Each 

node states its interest domains bias when joining the system, and maintains an interest 

domain service trust vector, in which each dimension represents the service trust value of the 

node in a specific domain. Service trust value is 0 means the node has no interest in such 

domain or it provides no effective resources to other nodes in such domain. The interest 

similarity between every two nodes can be calculated using their domain service trust vector, 

and each node will select nodes that have more similar service trust vector with it as 

neighbors. In this model, the key concepts include interest domain partition, domain service 

trust value, and domain service trust vector and interest similarity. We will discuss each of 

them in the following sections, and give the detailed description of ISPT. 
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Figure 2. domain service trust vector 
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3.1. Computation of Interest Similarity 

Suppose there are n kinds of resources in a P2P network, },...,,{ 21 nCCCU = , and each kind 

of resource is corresponding to an interest domain, thus there are n interest domains in the 

network. Node Hu is interested in m kinds of resources in U ( nm ≤ ), and we use a m-

dimension vector Iu to describe the interest bias of node Hu, },|{ nkUCCI
kku

≤∈= , thus 

UI
u

⊆ . Each node Hu declares its interest bias vector Iu when joining the system, and this 

vector can also be adjusted dynamically. After each transaction, the transaction nodes will 

give trust evaluation of each other in the specific transaction domain. According to the 

concept of interest domain and the trust computation methods proposed in [13], we firstly 

give the related definitions of interest domain trust under the condition of multi interest 

domain. 

Definition 1 Domain Connection Trust: For any nodes Hu, Hv and Hj, if Hu and Hj are 

neighbors, and the query message of Hu for some resources in interest domain Ck arrives Hv 

through Hj, then we can define the domain connection trust of Hu to Hj Wuj(k) as follows. 

if download successful 

Wuj(k) = Wuj(k) + 1; 

else 

Wuj(k) = Wuj(k) - 1; 

Definition 2 Domain Recommendation Trust: For any two nodes Hu and Hv, suppose Suv(k) 

and Fuv(k) represent the number of successful and unsuccessful transactions in interest 

domain Ck, and Ruv(k) represents the domain Recommendation trust value of node Hu on Hv 

in interest domain Ck, then we have 

                  
∑ −

−
=

m

uvuv

uvuv

uv
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)(                                         (1) 

Definition 3 Domain Service Trust: For any nodes Hu and Hv, suppose )(kT
u

and 

)(kT
v

represent the domain service trust value of node Hu and Hv in interest domain Ck. Then 

                                                                       ∑ ×=

v

vvuu
kTkRkT ))()(()(                                            

(2) Definition 4 Domain Service Trust Vector: For any node Hu, the domain service trust 

vector uT
r

 can be represented as follows. 

}|)({
ukuu

ICkTT ∈=
r

                                                     (3) 

 

Domain recommendation trust value records the local trust evaluation of a node Hu to node 

Hv according to transaction behaviors history of them in a specific interest domain, and 

domain service trust value of Hu describes the behavior trust of node Hu in a specific interest 

domain, which is the accumulation value of all nodes’ evaluations to node Hu in a specific 

domain. Domain service trust vector represents the service trust value of nodes in each 

interest domain. 
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Definition 5 Interest Similarity: Interest similarity represents the similarity between node’s 

domain service trust vectors. For any two nodes Hu and Hv, we use the cosine function to 

measure the similarity between two service trust vectors. Suppose 
uv

ITS  represents the 

Interest similarity between Hu and Hv, then: 
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                                                   (4) 

In which )(kT
u

 and )(kT
v

 represent the domain service trust value of node Hu and Hv in 

interest domain C. From the definition we can see that for any two peers Hu and Hv, if the 

number of same interest domains is large, and the service trust value in each interest domain 

is similar, then the similarity value computed through equation (4) will also be large. Thus 

through equation (4) we can find out nodes with similar domain service trust, and then 

organize them together. 

3.2. P2P Topology Evolvement Model based on Interest Similarity 

Based on the upper definitions, we propose the topology model ISPT as follows, which 

includes processes of new nodes join network, resource query and download, topology 

maintenance, and we will describe each of them in detail. Suppose N(Hu) represents 

neighbors set of node Hu, and Num(Hu) represents the upper threshold of the number of node 

Hu’s neighbors.  

(a) When joining the network, each node declares its interest bias vector. Since node 

accumulates no trust value at this time, ISPT only uses node interest bias similarity (the 

number of same interest domains between the two nodes) to choose neighbor nodes. The 

basic operation is shown as follows. 

function JoinNetwork() {  

R:=Random set of random IP addresses 

from pong server;

R1:= Sort peers in R by number of same

Interest Domain in descending order;

foreach Hv∈ R1 do

if Connect_request(Hu,Hv)=true  then

Add_neighbor(Hv);

if  |N(Hu)| ≥Num(Hu) then

return; 

} 
 

(b) During the transaction, nodes can be divided into query peers and response peers. The 

operations of node Hu as query peer are shown as follows. 

(b.1) Initiate the query request, and send resource query messages to all neighbors using flooding 

method. 

(b.2) After receiving response messages, Hu will select a node Hv from the response nodes set to 

download resource according domain service trust value. 
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(b.3) Update the domain recommendation trust value of Hu to Hv and domain connection trust of 

related intermediate node between Hu and Hv according to download status. 

(b.4) Announce the updated domain recommendation trust value of Hu to node Hv. 

(b.5) Update overlay network topology. 

The core operation of upper process is the last 3 steps, which is described as follows. 

function Topology_Adjust() {

if download_satisfactory then {

Suv(k)=Suv(k)+1; //increase Suv(k) to node Hv in Ck

if Hu query msg arrives Hv through Hj

Wuj(k)= Wuj(k) +1；
if (not neighbor(Hu, Hv) and (Suv(k)-Fuv(k)≥CThreshold)) 

Add_Neighbor(Hv); //add Hv as neighbor 

Report the recommendation trust to node Hv in Ck

}

else  {

Fuv(k)=Fuv(k)+1; // increase Fuv(k) to node Hv in Ck

if Hu query msg arrives Hv through Hj

Wuj(k)= Wuj(k) – 1；
if(neighbor(Hu, Hv))

Disconnect(Hv); //disconnect node Hv

else if(Wuj(k)<WThreshold)

Disconnect(Hj); // disconnect node Hj

Add_Neighbor(null); //add new neighbor

}

} 
 

In which adding neighbor Add_Neighbor procedure includes two kinds of operations: adding 

a known node as neighbor, or selecting nodes from the system as neighbor according to 

interest similarity criterion. The main operation steps of this procedure are shown as follows. 

function Add_Neighbor(Hv)  {

if(Hv==null)

Find node Hv with largest ITSuv ;

else if |N(Hu)| ≥Num(Hu)  {

Find node Hm with smallest ITSum;

Disconnect(Hm);

}

Add node Hv as neighbor;

}
 

The operations of node Hv as response peer are shown as follows. 

(c.1)   Response the query message, and provide download to query peer Hu according to Hu’s 

request. 

(c.2)   Update the domain service trust value of itself according to domain recommendation trust 

announced by peer Hv. 
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(c.3)   Announce the updated domain service trust value. 

From the upper discussion we can see that ISPT has the following advantages: 

� When constructing topology, nodes select neighbors according to interest bias 

similarity, and thus it can combine nodes with similar interest together, and help 

decreasing resource location time. 

� During the transaction, the topology is updated adaptively according to node 

interest similarity, thus the node behaviors in each specific domains are preserved. 

Nodes are given incentives to provide better service to other nodes in order to get 

better service and favorable position in the topology, which reflects the topology 

fairness. Besides, malicious nodes are repelled to network edge, and thus the 

harmfulness that they can do to the system are decreased as much as possible. 

4. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In order to evaluate the performance of ISPT model, we firstly give the typical evaluation 

metrics for P2P network topology model, and then we implement ISPT based on the query 

cycle simulator developed by Stanford University [18], finally the performance of ISPT and 

APT is compared using the upper metrics. 

4.1. Evaluation Metrics 

(1) Network Average Cluster Coefficient. This metric quantifies the nodes cluster effect of 

a specific model. If there are N nodes in the network, equation (5) gives the definition of 

network average cluster coefficient. 

∑
= −

=

Ni ii

i

kk

E

N
C

...1 )1(

21
                                                     (5) 

In which ik  represents the number of neighbors of node Hi, and iE  represents the number of 

logical connections between the ik  neighbors (that is, the number of neighbors of node Hi’s 

neighbors). Larger network average cluster coefficient value means better cluster capability 

of nodes that have similar interest, which can help decrease resource location time. 

(2) Content Similarity. This metric measures the content correlation degree between two 

nodes. For any nodes Hi and Hj, if there are n kinds of resources (That is, the number of 

system interest domain is n), and the ratio of the number of share files by node Hi in interest 

domain k and its total number of share files is ikc , then we define the content similarity 

between node Hi and Hj as follows. 

2

||1
1),( 1∑ =

−−
−=

n

k jkik cc
jiS                                           (7) 

Based on this definition, if P represents network nodes set, and N(i) represents neighbor set 

of node Hi, then the average node content similarity of the system is defined as follows. 
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(3) Connection Ratio. This metric describes the probability of nodes have same content 

similarity are neighbors. If the number of node that have content similarity p is N, and of 

which M pairs are neighbors, then we define the connection ratio of content similarity p is 

N

M
pLR =)(                                                              (9) 

For a specific nodes set with content similarity p, The higher of LR(p), the better of its 

cluster effect. 

(4) Network Query Traffic. This metric describes the average number of duplicate query 

messages when node initiates a query. Since each node will forward the query message to its 

neighbors unless it has the requested resource, smaller network query traffic means higher 

resource location efficiency of the model. 

(5) Average Malicious Path Length. This metric describes the average distance between 

malicious nodes and good nodes in the system, and thus it also represents the repulsion effect 

of malicious nodes in the system. The longer of average malicious path length is, the better 

of malicious nodes being repelled to network edge. 
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In which P is the network nodes set, M represents malicious nodes set of the system, 

MP \ represents good nodes set of the system, and ),( jiSP  represents shortest path length 

between node Hi and Hj. 

4.2. Performance Analysis of ISPT 

Table 1 describes the simulation experiment parameters, and in each simulation experiment 

we run 180 round, and we run the total experiment 5 times to compute the average results. 

Table 1.  Simulation Parameters. 

Network 

Parameters 

Number of good nodes 100 

Initial number of good node neighbors 3 

Number of malicious nodes 10 

Initial number of malicious node neighbors 5 

Max number of node connections 10 

TTL of query message 3 

Content 

Distribution 

Content distribution model of good nodes Zipf 

File distribution model of good nodes Same as [4] 

Total number of content types 20 
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number of content for good node ≥6 

Node 

Behavior 

Probability of malicious node answer query 20% 

Probability of malicious node return fake 

file 
100% 

Download source selection algorithm 
domain service trust based  

probability algorithm 

Based on simulation results, we use performance evaluation metrics proposed in section 4.1 

to compare the performance of ISPT and APT. 

Figure 3 describes the average cluster coefficient comparison between the two models. From 

Figure 3 we can see that under the condition of each node maintains at most 10 neighbors, 

after running a while, the cluster coefficient of ISPT is near 0.55, but that of APT is only 

0.25, which shows that ISPT can organize nodes that have similar interest together much 

better, and thus it helps increase node resource query hit rate, and decrease the resource 

location time. 
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Figure 3. Network average cluster coefficient 

Figure 4 shows the average content similar value between neighbor nodes, from which we 

can see that at the beginning of topology construction, the content similarity of ISPT is about 

0.4, but that of APT is only about 0.25. As the increase of time, the average content similar 

values of both models are increased too, but that of ISPT is always higher than that of APT. 

The main reason is that after each transaction, both models use the accumulated trust value 

as standard of selecting new neighbors, and thus nodes that transact with each other more 

times and have similar contents become neighbors with each other. However, APT 

accumulates node behaviors in all interest domains into a whole trust value, and ignores the 

behavior details of node in each specific domain. ISPT uses interest domain trust vector to 

maintain the behavior details in each domain, and thus it can get the more accurate content 

similarity. 
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Figure 4. Average content similarity of neighbor nodes 

Figure 5 describes the node content similarity based connection ratio. We can see that when 

the content similarity is smaller than 0.5, the connection ratio of APT is larger than that of 

ISPT, but when the content similarity is larger than 0.5, the result becomes contrary. This 

phenomenon means that in ISPT nodes with high interest similarity are more likely to be 

neighbors with each other. The key reason is that ISPT uses interest similarity to construct 

overlay topology, nodes that have higher content similarity are more likely to transact with 

each other, and thus the query hit rate is increased. On the contrary, APT has no such 

features. 
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Figure 5. Content similarity based connection ratio 

Figure 6 shows that the number of ISPT query messages in each query cycle is much smaller 

than that of APT. The main reason is that ISPT has a better similar interest node cluster 

feature, and node can find requested resources within a smaller query scope, thus the query 

traffic in the network is decreased effectively. When taking APT into consideration, each 

query message has to be forwarded a large number of times before reach the node that has 

requested resource. Thus the number of APT query message is much larger than that of ISPT 

under the same condition, and it wastes network resources as well as resource locating times 

compared with ISPT. 
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Figure 6. Query message traffic 

Figure 7 shows the malicious path length comparison of ISPT and APT when malicious 

nodes answer query messages with probability 0.5. Because all malicious nodes are repelled 

to network edge, and there is no connection between good nodes and malicious nodes after 

100 round simulations (we use the length 6 to represent unreachable), Figure 7 only gives 

performance comparison of the two models in first 100 rounds. At the beginning, APT uses 

maximum node degree principle to designate neighbors for good and malicious nodes, but 

ISPT only uses such principle to designate neighbors for malicious nodes, and for good 

nodes it uses the number of same interest domain as criterion to cluster nodes. Thus the 

initial vision field of malicious nodes in ISPT is smaller than that in APT, which decreases 

the initial average malicious path length of ISPT. As the construction of nodes service trust, 

malicious nodes are repelled to network edge, and thus the average malicious path length 

keeps on increasing. Besides, since both interest and trust take effectiveness in ISPT, 

malicious nodes can be discovered and repelled to network edge more effectively. 
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Figure 7. Average malicious path length  
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From the upper discussion we can conclude that ISPT is better than APT in increasing 

network cluster coefficient, increasing connection ratio of nodes with similar contents, 

decreasing network query traffic and repelling malicious nodes to network edge. The key 

reason of such results is that through interest domain partition, ISPT takes nodes interest bias 

into consideration at the beginning of topology construction, and it organizes nodes with 

similar interest as neighbors, so that resource location efficiency is high at the beginning. 

During the topology maintenance stage, ISPT pays attention to both node interest bias and 

node trust similarity in each interest domain, and thus it can increase the cluster coefficient 

effectively, and strengthen the capability of repelling malicious nodes to network edges. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

To help increase the resource location efficiency and guarantee resource download quality in 

unstructured P2P systems, we give the concept of interest domain partition and interest 

similarity, and then propose a node interest similarity based adaptive P2P topology 

evolvement model ISPT. Based on different interest bias and trust variance of nodes in P2P 

system, ISPT organizes nodes that have similar interest bias and domain service trust as 

neighbors, and thus increase the system resource location efficiency. Besides, by using 

interest similarity metric during neighbor selection stage, ISPT can also defend malicious 

nodes attacks and give nodes incentives to provide better service to others so as to get good 

position in the overlay network topology. Analysis and simulation results show that ISPT is 

more effective than typical P2P topology model APT both in efficiency and security metrics. 

Since in this paper we only pay attention to the overlay topology construction process, and 

do not give further discussion on problems related to interest domain trust model. In the 

further work, we will study on how to construct recommendation based P2P trust model 

using information provided by ISPT. 
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